
 

 Necros &Paladirs: 
The First Krosmaga Expansion 

  
For Ankama's online card game, there's the first  expansion  today, and the finale of the 

FDJ tournament  at ESWC Summer in Bordeaux on the 1s t and 2nd of July. 

  

Roubaix, France - June 28th, 2017- Things aren't slowing down for Krosmaga, "the card game of the 
gods" created by Ankama. The first expansion, Necros & Paladirs, is being released today, and it will 
bring a ninth god to the game (Enutrof) and more than 150 new cards. And the company is 
reinforcing this event by offering each Krosmaga player three packs of Necros & Paladirs cards, 
which means 15 free cards. Whatch the animated trailer: 

 

In other news, Francaise des Jeux (FDJ) organized a Krosmaga tournament in May/June involving 
more than 250 participants, and the final stages will play out during ESWC Summer, July 1st and 2nd, 
in Bordeaux. The eight who qualified, and whose duels will be directly broadcast and commentated 
on the Krosmaga Twitchchannel, will share a cash prize of €3,000. Additionally, visitors to the 
Convention Center will have the opportunity to discover and try out the game. 

  

https://www.twitch.tv/krosmaga


DONWLOAD THE PRESS 
KIT NECROS&PALADIRS 

  

 More details on: 

 WWW.PALADIRS.COM 

  

TO FIND OUT EVERYTHING ABOUT KROSMAGA  

Download Krosmaga for iOS 

Download Krosmaga for Android 

Download Krosmaga for PC 

Download Krosmaga for Mac 

  

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER  : 

https://twitter.com/AnkamaPress 

About the Ankama group 

Ankama is an independent company which creates, publishes and distributes works of entertainment 
worldwide. From video games to board games, from animations to mangas, it controls the production 
chain of its creations from A to Z. Known for its MMORPGs and the animated series DOFUS and 
WAKFU, part of a vast universe called the Krosmoz, it achieved its first full-length feature film in 2016, 
DOFUS – Book I: Julith.  Among the many strings of its bow: the board game Krosmaster Arena, its 
figurines and its online version; the video games Tactile Wars, King Tongue, and DOFUS Pogo, on 
smartphone and tablet; but also mangas and comics such as Mutafukaz, Maliki, City Hall, Radiant, 
and Freaks' Squeele. Indeed, since 2004, following the principles of transmedia, the Ankama teams 
have been creating universes developed through several stories and in several formats, thereby 
offering their communities of players, readers and spectators a full and immersive narrative experience 
across all popular platforms. At Ankama, every story is unique, but they are all interconnected. 

To get an idea of what's going on at Ankama, you should take a look at: DOFUS Touch, tablet and 
smartphone version of DOFUS, released in late 2016; Krosmaga, a collectible card game mixing 
combat and strategy, planned for the first half of 2017; and the animated series WAKFU, whose fans 
will be presented with a third season in late 2017. 

http://www.ankama.com/ 

  

Tarak Aoufi. Head of Communication.  presse@ankama.com 
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